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This paper presents a variety of tormulas for the number of cells, iaces, end edges, bounded 
and unbounded, that are formed by an arbitrary set of @nes in Ea. Using a;3 degant geometric 
method described irr 1966 by Brousseav, we fir& prove+ a version in E3 of the general partition 
formulas established algebraically by Zaslavsky in 1975. From these form&s we deduce two 
families c?f inciusion-exdusion formulas for the czouuters, the first sin&r to formulas outlined 
by Roberts in 1889, the second related to formulas given by Steiner in 1826. We conclude with 
some nor&vial new bounds for the counters of an arbitrary arrangement in E3 and two specific 
examples. 

The study of division-of-space problems has a long history to which many 
people have con+tibuted. We begin by mentioning some of those contributions 
that bear directly on our results. 

In 1826, Steiner [ 1Sy showed by recursion that if planes in Euclidean three- 
space fall into s pa,rallel families having nl, n2,. . . , n, planes respectively, if there 
are no multiple points and no multiple lines, and if the parallel fat‘rrilies are in 
general position (that is, a selection of one plane from each parallel family 
produces an arrangement of s planes in general position), then there are 

1+ q + (rr, -k us cells, 

- 2 + cq - a2 + m3 bounded cells, 

arl -t 20, -I- 3a, faces, 

GQ -- 2a, + 3~17, bounded faces, 

cr2 + 3~~ edges, 

-ai+ 30, bounded edges, and 

rr, vertices, 

(1) 

where q, tr2j and ag are the first three elementary symmetric Etirx:tions on the s 
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variables rtl, n2, . . . , II,.. (Steiner actually states just the first two of these for- 
mulas.) In particular.. L the planes are in general position, then s = n, n, = 1 for 
each i, and ul = n, c2 ~‘1’ ($, and a3 = (5). 

Sixty years later, Roberts [14] gave more or less explicit formulas for the 
number of cells, faces, and edges, bounded and unbounded, that are formed by 
arbitrary sets of planes in space. In the style of the d;ly, Roberts never states 
completely general formulas, but relies instead on instructions that describe what 
is to be done in the various circumstances. He begins with Steiner’s formulas for 
plane: in general position and subtracts from them the parts lost because of the 
qrarious kinds of “degeneracies” in the arrangement. In the process, however, 
some parts ze tAen a\;vay more than once and must be replaced, so his formulas 
have an inclusion-exclusion character. Roberts’ arguments, which are essentially 
recursive, are a blznd of insightful intuitive geometry, unsupported contentions, 
and unclear language,; and the entire development is a marvel of geometric 
intuition. 

In important recent work, Zaslavsky [16] has employed the algebraic machinery 
of lattice theory and Mijbius inversion to obtain general partition formulas for 
a, i ,I hi~~-~~ t, opological dissections. The special case of arrangements of hyperplanes 
in Euclidean (and projective) spaces of arbitrary dimension is studied at length in 
Zaslavsky [‘J 71, where the counters are expressed first in terms of certain 
characteristic polynomials associated with the intersection structure of the set of 
flats, and later, more explicitly in terms of the number o* incidence chains among 
the fats of various dimensions. 

_A - - .i,uther, more geometric method of attacking these problems in lE3 was 
described in 1966 by Brousseau [La] (and rediscovered in 1976 by Freeman [7]). 
‘This elegant method, which employs an auxiliary “sweeping” plane, is closely 
related to an argument used in 1955 by Hadwiger [lS] in studying Euler’s 
relation. (‘See also the lucid proof of Euler’s formula for polytopes in lEd given by 
Griinbaurrl [9. especial!y p. 1351). The sweep argu.ment leads directly to perspicu- 
ous “addiltive” formulas for the counters of an ar’bitrary arrangement in terms of 
such natural structura: data as the number of planes through each point and each 
iine and i:rformation about what lines of intersection pass through which points of 
intersection. 

It turn!’ out th>t by a change of notation these additive formulas can be 
transformed directly into Zaslavsky’s incidence-chain formulas, so the sweep 
method gives a direct, geometric proof of Zaslavsky’s formulas in lE3 that is 
independ<:,nt of lattice theory. It seems likely that Zaslavsky’s formulas for 
arrangements in IEd can be established inductively by an analogous sweep- 
hyperplanie argument .I 

’ This is indeed the case. In a recently published summary article (Arrangements of byperpl2nes; 
matroids and graphs, in Proc. Tenth Southeastern Conf. on Combinaaorics, Graph ‘Theory, and 
Computing !Boca Raton, 1979), Vol. II, pp. 895-911, Utilitas Math. Pub1 , ‘&m$peg, Man., 1979), 
Zaslavsky al.rributes to Curtis Greene the obs:rvation that the sweep argument. irl lEd is jus ified by 
Corollary 2.2 of Zaslavsk!l [17] 
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In this paper we use the sweep method to establish these additive formulas, and 
from them we deduce a variety of other formulas and some non&vial new 
bounds1 for the counters. , * 

After two short sections to recall some. familiar preltinary results in the-plane 
‘. 

and to set our notation, we present the additive formulas in Sectron 4. In Section 
5 we state and prove inclusion-exclusion form&as for the counters of an arbitrary 
arraagemen t that are similar to those Roberts apparently had in mind, and, in the 
case in which Roberts is most e,xplicit, WC:) show that our formula for the bounded 
cells is equivalent to his. We obtain th&;e formulas by transforming the additive 
formulas inso inclusion-exclusion form with the help of fouu basic combinatorial 
identities for the inciidence structure of the complex. The resulting formulas seem 
to be simpkr and to have clearer structure than those implied by Roberts. 

We deduce a set of related inclusion-exclusion formulas tlhat handle parallelism 
in a different way in Section 6. These convenient formulas, which we call 
“symmetric” because they involve the elementary symmetric functions, are de- 
duced from the earlier inclusion*xclusion formulas through an application 
of the general add&ion formula for the binomial coefficients. They are related 
to Steiner’s formulas (1) in much the same way that th.e inclusion-exclusion 
formulas are related to the formulas for arrangements in general position. 

In Sect&n 7 we deduce new upper and lower bounds for the counters of an 
arbitrary arrangement, and in Section 8 we conclude with two simple examples 
based on the cube. 

Throughout we follow an ad hoc notational style that is appropriate for 
three-dimensiona! space rather than specialize a more general notation. There 
clearly are analogous inclusion-exclusion and 
ments in higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces, 
down. 

symmetric formulas for arrange- 
but they will not be easy to write 

2. Amangementa of lines in the phne 

This section is devoted to the results in the plane that are needed in what 
follows. A more extensive study of the two-dimensional case in a somewhat more 
general setting appears in Alexanderson and Wetzef [l]. 

Suppose an arrangement (i.e., a finite set) % of \%I= n lines is given in the 
(Euclidean) plane. To avoid trivial special cases we assume that n 3 2, although 
some of the formulas hold for n = 1 as well. For each point P, let A(P) be the 
number of lines of % that pass through P. If A(P) 2 2 we say that P is &tcrPnined 
by ‘% and has multiplicity h(P), and we call P a tlertex of ‘%I. Let 9 be ,the set of 
vertices of %, and write V = p = IS/. 

Thi: regions of % are the open, connected components of the complement of 
U (‘$0. Each is an open, convex polygon. We denote by pi’ the number of 
bounded regions, by rr the number of unbounded regions, and by 
the total number of regions. 
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The lines of ‘2X are cut by the other lines into pieces that we call segments, the 
components of U (?I) - 9. We denote by S’ the number of bounded segments, by 
S” the number of unbounded segments (i.e., rays), and by S = S’+S” the total 
number of segments. 

An arrarilgement % is linear if its lines are all parallel (i.e., if the normal vectors 
to the line:,; of ?I do r’ + - lVr qan lE2). For such arrangements I?’ = S’ = 0, and there aA*e 
a5 many unbounded regions and segments as there are segments and points 
folmed on a normal cross-section line, viz., n + 1 and n respectively. An arrange- 
ment is linear if and only if 9= 8. 

The counters of an arrangement are related by Euler’s formulas R -S + V = 1 
and R’- !Y+ V = 1. T’he first of the following formulas is a rearrangement of 
Euler’s formula due to Brousseau [4]. The formulas all appear, in a diserent 
notation, in Zaslavsky [17, p. 611. 

lheorem Il. For tony arrangement of n 22 lines in the Euclidean plane lE2, 

S=n+zA(P); 
9 

and if the (arrangement is not linsar, 

hL ‘)’ = 1 - n + C (A(P) - l‘,, (4) 
8 

S’ zz -n + C A(P), 6) 
9 

I;t” = s” = 2n. 

Proof. Move the arrangement to the sphere by stereographic projection. Count- 
ing the point-edge incidences of the resulting map on the sphere in two ways gives 
(3) immediately. The map on the sphere has u = p + 1 vertices, e = S edges, and 
f = !? faces; and Euler’s formula f = 2- v + e together with (3) g.wes (2). A 
non-linear arrangement in the plane evidently has S” = 2n rays and R”= 21% 
unbounded regions, so C4) and (5) follow from (2) and (3). 

Writing 9* ={Pd?A(P)>3}, we can recast these formulas in the following 
useful forms, which we call the siwplici~y formulas. 

Corollary 2. For any arrangement of n 3 2 lines in lE2, 

fi!=!+ntp-tC(A(P)-2), 
sp* 

S=n+2p+C(h(P)-2); 
9* 
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and if the arrangement is not Zinear, 

R’=l-n+p+C(h(P)-2), 
tp* 

S’= -n+2p+C(A(P)-2). 
SlvL 

The inequalities 

Ral+n+p, R’>l-n+p, 

San+2p, S’=+n+2p, 

follow at once. 
Other useful forms of these formulas appear in Alexanderson and Wet& [l]. 

Let % be an arrangement (i.e., a finite set) of Ial = n planes in Euclidean 
three-space lE3. To avoid trivial special cases we suppose throughout that -n 2 3, 
although many of the formulas hold for n = 2 and n = 1. For each point P lert A(P) 
be the number of planes of % that pass through P. If among the A(P) planes 
through P there are three whose intersection is exactly P, we say that P is 
determined by % and has muitipZicity A(P), and we call P a vertex of 9.l. A vertex P 
is simple if A(P) = 3 and muItipk if A(P)a4. Let @ be the set of points 
determined by %, and let V = p -h 191. Finally, let 9* = {P E 9: A(P) 2 4) be the set 
of multiple vertices of 9X. 

For each line L, let A(L) be the number of planes of %4 that pass through I_,. If 
A(L) :s 2 we say that L is determined by % and has rpzultiplici~ A(L), and we call L 
simple if A(L) = 2 and multiple if h.(L) a 3. Let 9 be the set of lines detennined 
by %!& and let I = I%‘1 be the number of such lines. Let 9” = (L E 9: h(L) a.3) be 
the set oE multiple lines of 8. For each point P in 9, let Z’(P) = {L E 9: 1% L), 
and let Z(P) = ISf!(P)I. Finally, let Z!?*(P) ={L E S?(P): A(L)3 3) be the :;et of 
multiple lines that pass through P. 

‘T’he cells of ier are the open, connected components of the complement of d (%). 
Each is an open, convex polyhedron. We denote by C’ the number of bourdpd 
cells, by C’ the number of unbounded cells, and by C = C’ -k C’ the total number 
of cells. The faces of these polyhedra, which are open, convex polygons, are the 
faces of %?L We denote by F the number of bounded faces, by F’ the number of 
unbounded faces, and by F = F’ .T’ the total number of faces. Similarly, the 
edges of the faces, which are open line segments and rays, are called the edges of 
K We denote by E’ the nur&er of bounded edges, by E” the number of 
unbounded edges, and by E = E’ + E” the total number of edges. TO complete the 
notational pattern, we write V for the number of vertices of the arrangement, viz., 
p. Note that we consistently use ’ to mt:an bounded, ” to mean unbourtied, and * to 
mean tnuZtipZe. 
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An arrangement !?I in lE3 is p2anar if there is a line to which all the planes of % 
are parallel (i.e., if the normal vectors of all the planes of % do not span lE3). It is 
clear that such an xrangement forms as many cells, faces, and edges as there are 
regions, segments, and1 points, respectively, formed by the arrangement of lines 
induced on a cross-section plane; and it forms no bounded cells, facc:s, or edges at 
all. One can easily see that an arraiqement is planar if and only i? 9 = 0. 

The counters C, C’, C”, F, F’, F, E, E’, E”, and V are determined by the 
functions A and the incidence structure as reflected in the sets S(P) and are given 
by the following fundamental formulas. The tit is mentioned without detailed 
proof in Kerr ;and Wetzel [ll], and the formulas for arrangements having no 
multiple lines are deduced using the sweep method in Kerr and W etzel [12]. All 
nine formulas are given, in a ditierent notation, in Zaslavsky [17, p. 61): We agree 
that sums over empty sets have the value zero. 

Tbeore~ 3. p;br any arrangement of r‘? 9 3 planes in IE3, 

c =I+n+C(-l+h(L))+C 
se 9 1 

l-x(P)+ c (+-h(L));) 
P(P) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

and if the anrln.;gement is not planar, 

C’=--l+n-1 :-l+h(L))+C [l-AL(P)+ c (-l+*(L))], 
4p 0 P(P) 

(9) 

F’ = n - 1 A(L) + c [--A(P) + c A(L)], 
2 9 Z(P) 

E’= --c 11-c c l:=-I+XZ(P); (11) 
A? 9 O(P) 9 

C”=2+2 C(-l+h(L)), (12) 
5? 

F’=: 2 1 A(L), (13) 

E”=2~1==X (14) 
9? 

f. Induction arguments can easily be given for the first three formulas, and 
other arguments are possible. We use the sweep argument because it is both short 
and pretty. 
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Let n be a plane that is not parallel to any of the planes of % nor to any of the 
lines in which those planes meet, and suppose~lr is so far away that all t?le points, 
bounded cells, bounded faces, and bounckd edges formed by % lie on the same 
side. In this initial position, w meets the planes of% in an arrangement of y1 lines, 
and there are as many lines through a point P determined by that arrangement of 
lines as there are planes through the line determine&by % that meets w in I). 
.According to formulas (2) and (3), this arrangement of lines on w has 

l+n+C(-l+A(L)) regions, 
e 

n + c A(L) segments, and 
zi? 

C I= 2 points. 
Y! 

Each region on w corresponds to (i.e., lies in) a well-defined1 unbounded cell of 8, 
each segment on T corresponds to a well-defined unbounded face of %, and each 
point on w corresponds to a well-defined unbounded edge of %, ConseqbJently, 
the sweep-plane a initiahy identifies 

1-kn+&1+h(L)) cells, 
se 

n + c A(L) faces, and 
0 

c 1 = I edges, 
P 

all of which are unbounded. 
NOW sweep the plane w across the arrangement, keeping it always parallel to its 

initial position. New cells, faces, and edges are encountered precisely at the points 
determined by %, and a moment’s contemplation shows that exactly as many new 
cells, faces, and edges are added at P asthere are bounded regions, segments, al\ld 
points, respectively, in. the arrangement of ties formed on q by the A(P) planes 
through P, viz., 

l-A(P)+ c f-l+A(L)) new cells, 
9(P) 

-A(P)+ c A(L) new faces, and 
*e(P) 

c l= Z(P) new edges, 
O(P) 

according to formulas (4) anti (5). Summing over 9, proves formulas (6), (7), and 
(8). 

The cells, faces, and edges initially identified by w are all unbounded. If the 
arrangement ‘% is not planar, then after w has moved through all the points 
determined by % there are as many new unbounded cells, faces: and edges as 



there are bounded retions, segments, and points on T, viz., 

l-n+C(-l+h(L)) new cells 
9 

-n + C A(L) new faces, and 
9 

c I = 2 new edges. 
Yz 

Formulas (12), (KS), and (14) follow at once, and (9), (lo), and (11) result from 
subtracting off the unbounded parts. 

The Euler formulas for arrangements 
formulas. 

are immediate consequences of these 

Crloroilary 4. For any arrangement in IE3, C-F+E-V=l; and for any non- 
planar arrangement, C” - F’ -I- E’ - V = -- 1 and c”-- F’ f E” = 2. 

.f?y changing the notation, we can transform these additive formulas into 
Zaslavsky’s incidence-chain formulas. Let P, L, w range over 9, 3, and 8, 
respective:ly, and write 

zol =J((P, L): PEL)j = C C 1, 
9p 9T,(P? 

202 = ({(P, v): PE v}l= c A(P), 
‘9 

212 = I{(L, 7T): L c n-)1 = c A(L), 

zo12 = I{(P, L, 1~): PE L ikl, = c c A(L). 

Then (6) can be written 
3 5?(P) 

C= 1+n-I+p-z,,-z02+212+2012, 

which is one form in which Zaslavsky presents the incidence-chain formula. The 
remaining eight formulas can be expressed similarly in these terms. 

The formulas of Theorem 3 can be rearranged in the following useful forms, 
which: because of their close connection with the analogous formulas for simple 
arrangements (see below) we call the simplicdy formulas. 

Corollary 5. For any a nangement of n 3 3 planes in lE3, 

C=l+n+l+,p+&Z+A(L))+~[-A(P)+l(P)+ c (-2+A(L))], 
.4* P* Y”(P) 

F=n+21+3p+~(-2-i-A(L)) 

+c [-A(P):;liP)-Bt c (-2+A(L))], 
e* a*(p) 

II = I + 3p -1. c E-3 + 2(P)]; 
P* 
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the arrangement is not planar, 
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C’=-l+n-z+p-C(-2+h(L))+C I’-h(P)+I(P)+ c 
se* 3@ 6. s-(P) 

(-2+h(L))], 

F’= n-21+3p--x (-2+h(L)) 
A??* 

+c [-h(P)b+2Z(P)-3f c (-2+4(L))], 
o* S*(R) 

E’= -1+3p+r[-3+z(P)]; 
G 

P 

E” = 21. 

Furfhemore, ~12 the summ(ands in these formulas are non-negative. 

Pro& The formulas themselves are immediate, and the line summands are 
plainly non-negative. In thle sweep proof of the additive formulas, at least one 
new cell, three new faces, and three new edges <zue acquired at each point of 5 It 
follows that the point summands are: alse non-negative. 

We crtil an arrangement in lE3 simpile if it has no multiple points and no multiple 
lines. Such an arrangement need not be in general position-there can still be 
pwallel planes and. parallel lines of intersection. For simple arrangements the 
formulas are eleg?knt (cf. AIexanderson and Wetzell [3& 

CtaroIlarg 6. For a sintpte awangement i;ra L3, 

C=l+n+Z+-p, 

F= n +21+3p, 

E=Z+3p; 

and if the arrangement is not planar, 

C’ = -l+n-Z-+-p, c”‘=2+21, 

F=n-21+3p, F’ = 41, 

E’S -z+3p, E” = 21. 

113 parkular, for n planes in general position, il = G) and p = @. 

Finally, suppose that the n planes of a simple arrangement fall into s parallel 
families with y . _ 2 1 planes in the ith family (we call the s-tuple (n,, nz, . . . , n,> the 
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Steiner data of the arrangement), and s’~n~ose the s families are in general 

position, i.e., selectitlg one plane from each family gives an arrangement of s 
planes that are in g,eneral position. Then evidently YE = ol, 2 = crz, and p = a3, 
where q, a2!, a3 are the first three elementary symmetric functions on the 
variables n,, n2, . . . , n, ; and we have Steiner’s fomrulas (1). 

We have found formulas for the counters of an arrangement of planes in 
general position. An arrangement can fail to be in general position in four ways: 
there may be multiple points; there may be multiple lines; there may be parallel 
planes; and there may be parallel lines of intersection. In this section we deduce 
inclusion-exclusion formulas that give the counters in terms of the loss from 
general position causec. by each kind of degeneracy. 

First we need to introduce notation to describe the degeneracies that involve 
parallels. For each direction d in lE3 let II(d) be the family of planes having 
nol’mals in the direction d, and write A(d) = In(d>l. If h(d) 9 2 we call d a multiple 
direction of muZtip2icity h(d). Let 9* =c {d: A(d) 22) be the set of multiple 
directions. 

It is a little more complicated to describe parallel lines of intersection. A set 
K = K(d) of all the planes in % whose normals are perpendicular to a given 
direction d is celled a column in the direction d provided it contains at least three 
planes that form (at least) two distinct parallel lines of intersection. A family of 
parallel planes and the fa.mily of all planes through a multiple line are not 
columns: a column has to contain three planes two of which intersect in a line that 
does not lie in the third. (If E3 is extended by adding an ideal plane at infinity, a 
column is precisely the set of all planes of % that are concurrent in an idea 
that is determined by 8, but we prefer not to employ this language.) A co1 umn is 
formed whenever a family of parallels is cut by any other plane, but a column 
need not contain any parallel planes. One can thinlk of a column as an essentially 
planar subset of the arrangement. 

Let h(K) = 1Kj a3 be the number of planes in the column K. Left S?*(K) be the 
set of all multiple lines formed by the planes of the column K, and let 9*(K) be 
the set of all multiple directions that are perpendicular to the direction of the 
column K. Thus if d is a direction in 9*(K) there is a family of h(d) a 2 parallel 
planes that lie in K. Finally, let 38’ be the set of all the columns f.ormed lby the 
give n arrangement %?L 

The transition from the additive formulas of $iection 4 to the inclusion- 
exclusion formulas depends on four col-nbinatorial identities, which we collect 
together in the following lemma. Recall the usual combinatorial el,:;-ivelntion that 
(?, = 0 when A <: j. 
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Lemma 7. For any arrangement of planes irr lE3, 

Rd. Two planes are either parallel tl;~ rintersect in a line, and formula (a) 
counis the pairs of planes of % accordingly, IFor_nuia (b) follows at once from (a). 
Fornjula (c) is an immediate consequence od the obvious identity 

To prove formula (d), we show that each triple of planes of % is counted exactly 
once by the expression on the right side of (d). There are precisely five pos- 
sibilities for three different planes: 

(Q they intersect in a point, 
(ii) they intersect in :I line, 
(iii) they are parallel, 
(iv) exactly two of them are parallel, and 
(v) they meet by pairs in three paWe lines. 

To facilitate the analysis, we rewrite the right side of (d) in the form 

s, +s~+s,+s,+S~-S~-S,-S~-S~, 
where 
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Now, s1-’ s6 counts the triples of planes of type (i), and ss - s7 - s8 - s9 counts the 
triples of type (v). The sums cl, ST. and “,’ c?unt the triples of types (ii), (iii), and 
(iwj, respectively. Each triple of ,planes being counted exactly once by the right 
side, the formula follows. 

Note that the summand of s, - !i’6 at each point p of 9 is positive, because there 
is at least one triple of type (i) at B. Similarly the summand at each column K of 
ss-- S7-Ss- sg is non-negative, because it coutts the triples of type (v) that lie in 
K. 

I:nclusion-exc!usion formulas now fellow in a completely straightforward 
manner. 

Theorem 8. For any arrangement of tt 3 3 plaines in iE3, 

E= ; j-3 
0 

-; { - (A~‘)+3(A:P’)-,E,[l- (“2L’)+3(“‘3L’)]] 

---I [-I+ (A9+3(A9] 
LP 

(3n T- 1 - 3A(d)) 

, (“F’j- 9&, [(AM-AW))(“ld))+ (A~‘)]]~, 
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Proof. The formula ffar V follows at once from identity (dS of thiz lemma. The 
formula for C l;r:sd.s :rom substituting identities (b) and (c) of the lemma and the 
fornuls for V into th : simplicity formula for C and using the identities 

( A\ 
21 

- ‘A, + 1 = 
A-l ( ) 2 ’ 

(16) 

The remaining !ormulas follow similarly from the simplicity formulas. 

It is an jrnstruc,:tive exercise to use the sweep argument to derive these fcrmulas 
directly. Once algain, the identities of the lemma play a ke:y role. 

Roberts [14, ‘pp. 418, 419, 4211 gives the number of bounded cells formed by 
an arbitrary arrangement of n 2 3 planes by rules that in olv notation can be 
expressed as foi Ilows: 

(17) 

With the help 01’ (16) and the iderrtity 

the difference C”’ - CL between formula (15) and Roberts’ formula can be brought 
to the form 

c~--c~~!=~ c (A(L)-A(P))yL;-l)+~(n-h(L))(h(L;-l) 
9* Y’*(P) Lf* 

-1; 2 (A(K)-A(L)p=;-‘). 
9y’ .s?ce*(K~ 

1, multiple iine L lies in at most one column &; and! if there is r10 such column, 
N rite ACK,) = h.(L). Then, reversing the order of summation in rhe first and last 
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sums. we find 

cL_p=c (y-’ 
8* 

)[n-hW- c wY-M~~~] l 

PEi. 
The expression in brackets vanishes becatie both ril - A(&) and 

CPEL (MP) - UL)) count the planes of the arrangtiment that cross L. 
This argument gives a tight proof of Roberts* formula (17) for the bounded 

cells. 

6. Symmetric formulas in thee-space 

In this section we use an elementary combinatorial identity to rewrite the 
inclusion-exclusion formulas of Section 5 in a simpler and more convenient form. 

Given t * 1 variables x1, x2, . . . , q, let aj be the jth elementary symmetric 

function on the q ‘s, the sum of the [i) products of the q’s taken j at a time. We 
follow the usual combinatorial conventions that Oj == Q = 0 when I> t. Recall the 
,:eneral addition formula for the binomial coefficients: 

v+ here the sum is over all ordered t-tuplcs (z,, z2, . . . , 2,) of non-negative integers 

whose sum is d. This formula is immediate on combinatorial grounds : the 
d-element subsets of a q-set partitioned into t subsets having x1, X~~. . . , x, 

elements respectively are obtainied by selecting zp of the x1, z2 of the x2, etc. 
Since the sum over those ordered ttuples (z,, z2, . ,, . , 2,) whose entries are only 

zeros and ones is precisely od9 khe adidition formula can be ;:ewrittcn in the 

following form: 

where the sum is over all ordered t-tuple:i <z,, z2, . a . , i:, > of non-negative integers 

whose sum is d except those whose entries are all zeros and ones. In particular, 
for d =2 and d =3 we find 

It follows that for any coefficients &,,, el, 02, & 

t ,- 

= e. + elal + e,fl, -t- b13g3 + c I( 
i-1 I- 

(j3al+ 02- tY3Xi)(~)+&(~)] l (‘19) 

We shall need this identity shortly. 
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Suppose the n planes in an arrangement % fall into 5 parallel famidies 

n,, .&, . . . , I& having n, , n2, . . . , n, planes respectively, where each n, 5 1. We 
call the s -tuple: l(nl, ylz, . . . . n,) the Steiner data of the arrangement. For each 
column K let IQC) be the set of indices i so that the parallel family Ui lies in K, 
and let s(K) = iir (K)I. It is convenient to call the s(K)-tuple (n,: i E l(K)) the 
Steiner data of the column K. Let ai be the jth elementary symmetric function 
on the s(K) integers ni for i in I(K). In this notation, the column summand in the 
inclusion-exclu:k)n formulas becomes 

according to identity (18). Consequently, we 
which we call the: symmetric fc:~rmulas. 

Theorem 9. P;‘cr my araangemenf of n > 3 

(4, n2, . . . i ‘i>7 

have the following useful formulas, 

planes in E3 having Steiner data 

F = CT, -I- 2~5 +- 3a3 

- IL J.tk 

--h(L,+2(h:L))+3(A~))]-~3[~3(K)-ys,(”:”))]’ 

- ~3wd - 
.Y*(K) 



Proof. In each case thebe follow from the corresponding 
formula via the appropriate instance of identity (19). 

inclusion-exclusion 

The symmetric formulas are related to Steiner’s formulas (1) for families of 
parallels in general position in the same way that the inclusion-exclusion formulas 
are related to the formulas for planes in genersli position: decrements caused by 
the various degeneracies are subtractea off. We shall see in the next section that 
a13 of these decrements are non-negative. 

It is worth noting that the summa&s at each (finite) multiple point P can be 
expressed in terms of symmetric functions of 1 he Z(P) variables A(L) for E in 
9(P) in precisely the same manner as was the column summand. The resulting 
formulas seem more complicated and less useful than the symmetric formulas 
given above, and we omit them. 

It is well known that for giylen tz, the counters C, 
mr~ximized by aarrangements of 82 planes in general 

C’, F, F’, E, E', and V are 
position. In this seciion we 
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deduce lower bounds and better upper bounds from the simplicity and symmetric 
formuls. The authors would like to acknowledge helpful conversations with 
George Purdy on the material of this section. 

~+n41+a7~Cbl+a,+a2+a3, 

n+21+3p~F~0,+2a2+30~, 

l+3p~E~a,+3us, 

p = V”0,; 

and if the arrangement is nor’ planar, 

-!+n--1+p~C’~-ii-a,-(~~+~~, 

n-2Z+3g~F’~ol-2cr,+3u~, 

-1+3p’~E’~-ai+3a3; 

2+21=x”~2+2CT~, 

41sPs40,, 

21 = E”:~2;r,. 

Proof. The lower bounds for all the counters except C’ and F’ follow trivially 
from the simplicity formulas of Corollary 5, since the multiple point and multiple 
line summands are non-negative. To establish the lower boun for C’, we reverse 
the double sum in the simplicity formula for C’ and write 

C’=-l+n-l tp+C(I(P)-r,(P))+C(V,-l)(A(L)-2), 
SF* Y?e’ 

(20) 

where VL = 19 n L\ is the number of points determined by % that lie on L. Each 
line L is crossed by at least one plane since $5 is not planar, and so the second sum 
is non-negative. The set of all planes through B”’ forms a projective plane il@, and 
the A(P) lines in that projective plane formed by the planes of 8 meet to 
determine I(p) points. It is well known that thde lines of a non-trivial projective 
arrangement intersect in at least as many points as there are lines (see Griinbaum 
[8, pp. 11, 121). Consequently I(P)M(P), and the first sum in (20) is also 
non-negative. 

A similar argument establishes the lower bound for F”, because -h(P) +21(P) - 
3=(1(P)-h(P))+(I(P)-3)>;0. 

The upper bounds follow from the symmetric formulas once the non-negativity 
of all the subtractive terms i$ established. The line summand iin each formula is 
obviously non-negative. The non-negativity of the column surnmand was noted 
earlier, immediately following the proof of Lemma 7, and at t.!ie same time the 
non-negativity of the point summand in the formula for V was observed. 
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The non-negativity of the remaining point summands follows from an tmpub- 
lished combinatorial lemma due to Purdy,: whkh we state .ti&p@ve+ m. a f+n 
suitable for our p&pose. (Some rekitet in&@alitie~ can be tound m Brd6s and 
Purdy [6] and in I%rdy 1133.) Te$@~%&+ywe~ IX* t(Q) to &not& the number of 
lines of an arrangement in P2 that pa%4 thrkgh a vertex Q. 

Lemma 11. For any non-trivial arrangement of m lines in the projedivf5 plane P2, 

Proof. According to Sylvester’s problem (see Grunbaum [8, p. Ml), there is a 
simple point in the arrangement. Suppose that such a point is the intersection of 
lines L1 and L2. Then there are m - 2 triples of non-concurrent lines that involve 
both Ll and L: and at least (“g”) such triples that involve L1 OT Lz (but not both). 
Since there are 

non-concurrent triples in all, it must be so that 

(YJ)-5 (“p’)Wm-2)+(m~2)= (“,‘), 
and the lemma follows. 

We return to the proof of the upper bounds. Applying the lemma to the 
arrangement of A(P) lines formed in P2 by the planes of % tkxgh P, we see that 

so the point summand in the symmetric formulas for C and C’ is non-negative. 
The point summand in the symmetric formulas for F and F can be rewritten in 

the form 

and by the lemma this is at least 

Cons :quently the point summand in the symmetric formulas folr F and F’ is 
non-negative. 
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Similarly, the lpoint summand in the symmetric formulas for E and E’ can be 
rewritten in &e form 

- ~‘?P’)+3(A(~--1)+3[(h(P3)-1)-~~p)(h:L))] 

+ c [(“!y)--119 
P(P) 

and by the lemma this is at least 

Consequently the point summand in the symmetk formulas for E and E’ is also 
non-negative. 

This completes the proof. 

A straightfcrward examination of the formulas shows that the equalities hold as 
follows. For C, C’, F, F’, E, E’, and V the upper equalities hold precisely for 
those simple arrangements whose parallel families are in general position. 

The upper equality for E” and both the upper and lower equalities for C” and 
F’ hold precisely for non-planar arrangements having no multiple lines. 

The lower equalities for C and F hold precisely for simple arrangements, and 
the lower equality for E holds for simple arrangements and for :a single multiple 
line of multiplicity n. The iower equalities for F’ and E’ hold precisely for 
non-planar simple arrangements, and the lower equality for c” holds for non- 
planar simple arrangements and also for arrangements formed by crossing a 
planar arrangement of n - 1 planes by a single plane. 

It is interesting to note that arrangements exist for which the lower bounds for 
C’, F’, and E’ are negative. Consider, for examplle, the arrangement formed when 
a multiple line of multiplicity m 2 3 is cr xsedl by k > 2 para :lel planes. This 
arrangement has n = m+k, E=mk+l, and p=k; and 

-l+n-l+p=!m -2)(1 -k)<O= C’, 

n-22+3p=(m-2)(1-2k)<O=F’, 

4+3p=k(3-m)-l<O<k-l=E’. 

Finally, we note that since the multiple point and multiple line dec-r*ements in 
the inclusion-exclusion formulas are the same as those in the symmetrk formulas 
and hence are non-negative, and since the parallel family and column decrements 
are clearly non-negative, we have an algebraic proof that C., C’. C”, F, F’, F’, E, 
E’. E”, and V are maximized for given n by arrangements of n planes in general 

. * 
p,o:,~tron. 
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In this concluding section we briefly investigate twu arrangementsabased on the 
cube. First we examine the cuboctahedral arrangement, which is obtained by 
extending the 14 face planes of a cuboctahedron, xhe polyhedron formed -by 
truncating tine vertices of a cube by planes thrcrugh the midpoints of its edges. 
Then as a somewhat more complicated example, we study the complete cubical 
arrangement, comprised of the 20 planes determined by the vertices of a cube. 
We content ourselves with a brief description of the relevant structure; of each 
arrangement. 

The 14 p?anes of the cuboctahedral arrangement fall into seven parallel pairs, 
so the arrangement has Steiner data (a, 2,2,:2,2,2,2$, and cr, = 84 and cr, == 280. 
By convex& there are no multiple lines. The planes form three colmn~ns with 
Steiner dat& (2,2) and six columns with Steiner data (2,2,2). Then: are 42 
multiple points, all of multiplicity four: twelve are the vertices of the culmctahe- 
dron, six are the vertices of the octahedron formed by extending the triangular 
faces, and I wo are formed on each extended eidge of the cube by two opposite 
extended triangular faces. Using the symmetric formulas, we find the following 
values: 

n := 14, C=289, C’=119, el= 170, 

I := 84, F= 710, F=374, F'=336, 

v.= 106, E=528, E'=360, E"='L68. 

The 20 planes of the complete cubical arrangement Tall into seven pauallel 
pairs and six singletons, so the arrangement has Steiner data 
(2,2,2,2,2., 2,2,1,1,1,1,1, 1), and a2 = 183 and CT~ = 10 14. There are 2,8 multJ- 
ple lines: the 12 edges and four spac.2 diagonals of the: cube are multiple lines of 
multiplicity three, and the 12 diagonals of the faces of the cube are multiple lines 
of multiplicity four. The planes form three columns with Steiner data (2,2,1, l), 
each of which contains four multiple lines of multiplicity three. Each vertex of the 
cube is a mulkiple point of multiplicity nine, the centroid of the cube is a .multiple 
point of multiplicity six, and the centroid of each face is a multiple point of 
multiplicity seven. There are two further mu;tiple points of multiplicity four on 
each extendLed edge of the cube, formed by the slanting planes through the 
opposite vertices. 
following values: 

n = 20, 

z = 91, 

V= 171, 

Some examples 

Using Lemma 7(b) and thie symmetric formulas, we Gnd the 

C= 512, C’=248, 

F = 1100, F’ = 656, 

E= 760, E’ = 578, 

C”’ = 264, 

i?’ = 444, 

I;” = 182. 

using the additive formuEas appear in Kerr and Wetzel [12], 
and an example using Roberts’ formula is gi! en in Akuanderson and Wetzl:l [2]. 
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